
P honic has carved out an
enviable reputation for
itself as a manufacturer of

accessible, cost-effective analogue
studio equipment, but is now
entering the digital age with a 
smart-looking programmable graphic
equaliser and spectrum analyser.
Whether used as a corrective or
creative process, equalisation needs
the kind of controls which enable
you to accurately target the
frequencies you wish to work on. To
that end, Phonic has come up with a
dual 30-band design which not only
enables you to save your EQ setups
once created, but also offers a
whole host of pre-programmed
equalisation problem-solvers.

The i7600 SupraCurve is an
extremely stylish 1U rack-mount
design, finished in silver, with a rear
panel which is the essence of
simplicity: just two combined
balanced jack/XLR inputs and

separate balanced jack and XLR
outputs – both with +4dB or -10dB
operating level switches – a pink
noise output XLR (of which more
later) and a standard mains power
socket and switch. The front panel
is rather sleek too, dominated by
two rows of 30, 13-segment green
LED ladders (the centre 0dB
segment of each is orange). Between
these lies a two-line LCD display, two
push/rotary buttons (to edit graphic
levels and other functions), plus
buttons for Bypass and
Equaliser/Analyser mode selection. 

This programming section takes
up no more than a couple of inches
of the front panel’s width, but is
easy enough to use – in its basic
mode. Some of the more advanced
modes take a bit of getting used to,
but the i7600 benefits from a
comprehensive 30-page manual.
After power-up (during which the
processor engagingly flashes its
name on the LED ladders) you can
select any one of 60 programs. The
first 30 – labelled P1 to P30 – are
fixed; the last 30 – numbered U1 to
U30 – are user-programmable.

Up the octaves
Technically speaking, the i7600 is a
1/3rd octave equaliser, with band
settings centred on frequencies from
25Hz to 20kHz. It offers 12dB of cut
or boost per band (10dB representing
an approximate doubling of volume).
There’s also an overall low-pass
filter which can be set from 1kHz to
20kHz (or off) and a high-pass filter
which can be set from 20Hz to 1kHz
(or off). Overall gain is adjustable
from -40dB to +6dB and, as with the
other parameters, is accessed by
rotating the Function button, which
also serves to call up or store
presets. Oddly, although there is
sufficient space on the LCD, it’s not
possible to name presets. Instead,
you have to identify them simply as

P1–P30 and U1–U30 – which seems
rather less than ideal, particularly in
a live situation.

But what’s available from those
factory EQ settings? Well, loads of
useful stuff, as it happens, starting
with subtle cut or boost setups to
increase warmth or emphasise
speech, bass or drum sounds. All
these are ‘linked’, so left and right
channels are identical. The first
unlinked setting, P9, is intended to
boost kick drums using the left
channel and make snare drums
brighter using the right.

This separation of instruments
into their own discrete audio bands
is one of the main applications of
the processor; similar settings could
be made for male and female
vocals, bass and acoustic guitar, or
all low- and all high-frequency
sounds in general. So, for instance,
they could be sent to separate
amplifiers for the low- and 
high-frequency speakers in a PA.

It’s a set-up
There are factory setups to reduce
sibilance or to intentionally create a
telephone-voice effect, together with
one for hum reduction (though this
is set for 60Hz operation; in the UK
you’ll need to reset it to 50Hz). The
next batch of presets – including
P17 and P18 – offer selective boost
and cut programs which can be used
to identify frequencies which are
causing feedback and to eliminate
them with an appropriately tight
frequency cut (often referred to as a
‘notch filter’).

Other factory settings include
Vinyl Warmth (with bass and 
top-end boosts at around 125Hz and
8kHz), Tape Hiss Reduction, Mini TV
(presumably to simulate the effects
of a really lousy little speaker, which
could prove useful for assessing the
effectiveness of a mix under all
circumstances), Telephone, and

METHOD SPOT
The presets
The i7600’s factory
presets are intended
to solve most common
EQ problems and
creative needs.
P1 Flat
P2 Speech
P3 Darken
P4 Warmth
P5 Brighten
P6 Smile
P7 Vocal
P8 Acoustic Guitar
P9 Kick Drum/Snare

Drum
P10 Techno
P11 Loud
P12 Telephone
P13 Hum Reduction
P14 80Hz Narrow Cut
P15 800Hz Narrow

Boost
P16 Vinyl Warmth
P17 8kHz Narrow Cut
P18 2.5kHz Narrow Cut
P19 Acoustic Guitar Air
P20 Air Boost
P21 Mini TV
P22 Tape Hiss

Reduction
P23 Bathtub
P24 Cardboard Tube
P25 Sizzle Cymbals
P26 Rap Drums
P27 Electric Guitar

Bandlimit
P28 Nasal
P29 Next Door

Neighbour
P30 Distant
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i7600 SupraCurve
Looking for an audio problem-solver for studio and
stage? Mark Jenkins takes on the Equaliser...

RELATED TECHNOLOGY
Noise, noise, noise!
Rather than use sound of specific
frequencies for determining the
acoustic properties of a given space,
it’s often helpful to use a noise
source. White noise is a sound which
(in theory) contains every frequency
within the range of human hearing in
equal amounts. However, because of
the way the ear works, most people
perceive white noise as having greater
high-frequency content. This occurs
because each successive octave
contains double the number of
frequencies as the one preceding it.

Because of this, sound engineers
find it much more useful to use noise
which has been filtered to
progressively reduce the volume as
frequency increases. We refer to this
as ‘pink noise’. The accepted standard
is to reduce the level of each octave
by 6dB to produce a noise which, to
the human ear, has equal energy
throughout the frequency spectrum.



Cardboard Tube settings which are
appropriately tinny and boomy, and
low-, middle- or high-cut settings,
each with a variety of uses.

You can  select several bands
simultaneously by rotating the
Function control before changing the
EQ level and use this to apply cut or
boost to each of them by the same
relative amount. You can also lock
the system to prevent accidental
adjustment simply by pressing both
Edit buttons together. The i7600 will
save your current settings if you
don’t adjust it for over ten seconds,
preventing any work being lost in the
event of a power cut. The LCD also
shows a clip warning if either
channel overloads.

The 30 ‘U’ memories are left
empty, ready to receive your own
efforts. This will be particularly useful
for sound engineers who, having
carefully set up their PA mix for a
particular venue, may wish to save it
for the next time they play there. 

Consult your analyst 
The i7600’s RTA function relates to
its secondary use as a real-time
spectrum analyser. This causes the
EQ display to respond to the

frequency content of any piece of
music you play through it and
potentially help you identify any
problems in your monitoring or live
sound system. For example, if you’re
hearing very little bass, but the RTA
indicates there’s plenty of 
low-frequency activity in those
bands, it could well point to your
speakers being somewhat lacking in
this department.

The i7600 includes (from
another rear-panel balanced XLR
socket) a source of random pink
noise (see the Related Technology
box), and with a suitably calibrated
microphone this can also be used to
help identify and compensate for
any acoustic problems in your
listening environment.

In RTA mode, the Function
controller offers variable display
sensitivity, peak hold, and response
time from 250ms to two seconds
(the selection of which will depend
on the material being used for
testing), plus different weightings
(‘F’ for flat; ‘A’ and ‘C’ balanced for
low-level and high-level sounds) and

the choice of dBu or dBv
measurement units (which will
depend on the testing routine you
choose to employ).

The i7600’s ability to function
as a graphic EQ while
simultaneously providing an RTA
display gives it few competitors at
the price. Units like Alesis DEQ230
offer a little more versatility in terms
of equaliser programming but,
crucially, lack the RTA facilities. It
may be ‘just’ a graphic equaliser,
but with its digital control features
and preset memories, the i7600
actually feels like much more.

There are, of course, always
additional facilities that could be
suggested for inclusion on any
machine – and there’s no doubting
that a MIDI interface (for example)
would have enabled you to do much
more in terms of saving and
restoring settings, selecting patches
remotely, and perhaps even using
controller information to provide
dynamic ‘synth-like’ stereo filter
effects. But at the price, the i7600
SupraCurve is already an impressive
package and one with a great future
ahead of it as both a studio and
stage processor. MTM

SUMMARY

VERDICT
A smart-looking and well-designed
graphic equaliser employing digital
electronics to provide programmable
features and an invaluable real-time
analyser function.

••••••••••

KEY FEATURES
•Dual 30-band equalisation
•Balanced/unbalanced TRS jack/XLR

inputs/outputs
•Stereo or dual-mono operation
•30 preset/30 user memories
•Real-time analyser function
•Pink noise audio output

WHY BUY
•Comprehensive EQ and RTA settings
•Affordable
•Well constructed
•Smart display

WALK ON BY
•Minimal controls take some 

getting used to
•Settings can’t be named before

storing
•No MIDI

The SupraCurve is an impressive
package and one with a great
future ahead of it.


